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U.S. gained 200,000 jobs in January as wages picked up 
	  

A tightening labor market delivered the biggest annual increase in wages since the end of the recession; a 
new signal that American workers are beginning to enjoy the pay rises long missing in a steady but tepid 
expansion. 
Source: The Wall Street Journal/ Logistics News Feb 2, 2018 

	  
Logistics hiring surges on online sales fulfillment 

	  

Digital commerce is fueling more jobs growth than ever in logistics fields. Companies most closely tied to 
online sales distribution added more than 10,000 jobs last month, WSJ’s Logistics Report’s Jennifer Smith 
writes. The expanding payrolls at package-delivery operators and at warehouse and storage companies 
highlights the growing weight e-commerce has in distribution and across the American economy. 
Source: The Wall Street Journal Feb 2, 2018 

China launches probe over U.S. sorghum imports 
	  

China’s is taking aim at American agriculture as it responds to a tougher White House trade stance. Beijing 
has launched an anti-dumping action against U.S. sorghum exports, the WSJ reports, after a preliminary 
finding that government subsidies helped American farmers undercut Chinese growers by shipping out heavy 
volumes at low prices. That comes after the Trump administration’s move to impose tariffs on imports of 
Chinese solar panels. 
Source: The Wall Street Journal Feb 4, 2018 

	  

Wal-Mart Tightens Delivery Windows for Suppliers 
	  

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. plans to ask suppliers to deliver more goods to warehouses exactly on time or face fines, 
another step in the retailer’s efforts to keep inventory low and shelves stocked as it battles with Amazon.com 
Inc. 
Source: The Wall Street Journal / Logistics News Jan 29, 2018 

	  
Two killed in Amtrak train collision in 
South Carolina 

	  

The latest in a string of fatal Amtrak accidents will bring new 
attention to the railroad industry’s rollout of automated 
braking technology. Authorities say that the passenger train 
that slammed into a CSX Corp. train outside Columbia, 
S.C. was on the wrong track and the freight railroad 
stationary when the crash happened before dawn on 
Sunday. 
Source: The Wall Street Journal / Logistics News Feb 4, 2018 
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